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background information

brand power words

brand aesethic vibe

brand celebrity

brand audience

color theory

business name: CM Candle Collection
slogan: House of the Lit &. Classy
message: candles don’t have to be boring, providing a relaxing setting for upto 50+ hours

luxury
unmatchable
high class

high fashion but make-up

beyonce

female audience

thistle
manatee
moutain majesty
plumish
amaranth



logo concept sheet | 1:17 beauty emperioum

until a concept is chosen as your final file, the concepts presented to you are the sole property and intellectual property of dinahste’s design studio. under
no circumstances can you use any of these concepts as a placeholder until you choose a concept. the background used is ONLY for previewing, if you would

like a portfolio logo please inquire at the end of your branding experience.
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1 LOGO/3 REVISIONS
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LOGO CONCEPT #1

until a concept is chosen as your final file, the concepts presented to you are the sole property and intellectual property of dinahste’s design studio. under
no circumstances can you use any of these concepts as a placeholder until you choose a concept. the background used is ONLY for previewing, if you would

like a portfolio logo please inquire at the end of your branding experience.
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LOGO CONCEPT #2

one17
BEAUTY EMPERIOUM

until a concept is chosen as your final file, the concepts presented to you are the sole property and intellectual property of dinahste’s design studio. under
no circumstances can you use any of these concepts as a placeholder until you choose a concept. the background used is ONLY for previewing, if you would

like a portfolio logo please inquire at the end of your branding experience.
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LOGO CONCEPT #3

ONESSeventeen
BEAUTY    EMPERIOUM

until a concept is chosen as your final file, the concepts presented to you are the sole property and intellectual property of dinahste’s design studio. under
no circumstances can you use any of these concepts as a placeholder until you choose a concept. the background used is ONLY for previewing, if you would

like a portfolio logo please inquire at the end of your branding experience.



LOGO CONCEPT #4

ONE17
BEAUTY EMPERIOUM

until a concept is chosen as your final file, the concepts presented to you are the sole property and intellectual property of dinahste’s design studio. under
no circumstances can you use any of these concepts as a placeholder until you choose a concept. the background used is ONLY for previewing, if you would

like a portfolio logo please inquire at the end of your branding experience.


